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SUMMARY

It is shown how, from the Cartan's equations defining simple (or pure) spinors, several of
the basic equations of quantum mechanics in first quantization may be naturally derived in
momentum space P = fR3<1. In particular the equation for the nucleon doublet interacting with the
pseudo-scalar pion triplet is obtained, where the SU(2) isospin symmetry is generated by a
reflection group in a six dimensional space. This possible reflection origin of isospin may be
extended to other instances of internal symmetry.

Simple (or pure) spinor geometry could then be at the basis not only of euclidean geometry,
in accordance with Cartan's conjecture, but also of quantum mechanics in momentum space, while
the dual configuration space remains the one appropriate for the description of classical mechanics.

Since simple (or pure) spinors are equivalent to totally null planes laying in compact
manifolds (grassmanians), it is supposed that the above momentum space P should be densely
imbedded in conformally compactified momentum space Pc = (S3 x S j ) / ^ and then the S0(4)
symmetry of the non relativistic, stationary, H-atom in momentum space, discovered by V. Fock
[2], could be identified with the maximal compact group of the conformal group, thus allowing its
purely geometrical interpretation. The corresponding classical system could be represented by
planetary motions but also, possibly, by the expanding universe, as some recent observations of
large structures of distant galaxies seem to suggest, in accordance with an old hypothesis due to
Eddington and Schroedinger [16].

Should this, after further astronomical observations, turn out to be true, it would support the
hypothesis of simultaneous conformal compactification of both space-time and momentum spaces
with the consequent elimination of both ultraviolet and infrared divergences from any field theory in
such compact manifolds (provided an appropriate algorithm may be found to deal with it). A
soluble toy model of conformal compactification of both space-time and momentum space is
presented for the particular case of compactified two dimensional space-time and momentum space.

1 . Introduction

Historically quantum mechanics arose from the study of the emission and absorption of

electromagnetic radiation from matter as in the phenomena of black-body radiation and atomic

spectral lines. If however today one should try to characterize quantum mechanics through some

elementary phenomenon with its corresponding equation of motion, one could think of the electron

in presence of the electromagnetic field and of the corresponding Dirac's equation where the

electron is represented by a four-component spinor field and then, already at this elementary stage,

the role of geometry, in this case of spinor-geometry, would manifest its fundamental importance

for the interpretation and understanding of the quantum features of the concerned elementary

physical system.
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Spinor geometry was first discovered in pure mathematics by E. Cartan and introduced in

physics by W. Pauli and by P.A.M. Dirac. E. Cartan defined simple spinors (named pure by C.

Chevalley) as vectors of certain representation spaces of rotation groups (later of Clifford algebras).

He stressed the simplicity and elegance of spinor geometry and, because of this, he formulated the

hypothesis of its fundamental character, insofar all the properties of euclidean geometry may be

naturally derived from it, by considering the euclidean vectors as squares of simple spinors^*^ (their

components as bilinear polynomia of spinor components) [1].

Cartan defines simple spinors <{> associated with a certain euclidean space W with equations

of the type p a "f ty = 0 where pa 6 W and ya are the generators of the corresponding Clifford

algebra. In particular, for W = fR3>1 the equation is

p ^ ( l ± y 5 ) ^ = 0, ^ = 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 (1)

and Y5 = Yi Y2 Y3 Y4 represents the volume element, while <J>± are two-component Weyl spinors.

Eq.(l) represents, as well known, the Weyl equation for massless neutrinos in momentum space

P = IR3<1, the Fourier dual of Minkowski space-time M = IR3-1.

Since this equation may well be considered as the most elementary equation of quantum

mechanics one could associate, in this way, the geometrical origin of quantum mechanics with the

Cartan's conjecture of the spinorial origin of euclidean geometry (in fact the p^ components of the

null-vector p e P may be easily expressed, as well known, bilinearly, in terms of the Weyl

spinors) and both of them in momentum space P = IR3>1, which could then be the appropriate arena

where to study and to try to understand the geometrical-spinorial origin of quantum mechanics,

which is precisely the purpose of this paper.

In the frame of this programme we will show in Chapter 2 how several of the basic equations

of physics like Maxwell, Dirac, Majorana, the ones for the nucleon interacting with pseudoscalar

pions and possibly more, may be naturally derived from Cartan's equations for simple spinors in

higher dimensional pseudoeuclidean spaces, and how the concerned momentum spaces are all to be

considered as densely imbedded in compact grassmanians and, as a consequence the corresponding

field theories will have to be free from ultraviolet divergences. Furthermore internal symmetry of

™The historical fact that euclidean geometry was discovered long ago, and was thereafter
universally considered as the most elementary form of geometry, might be due to the fact that its
elements like planes, lines, points, are well accessible to our common, everyday intuition, based on
our optical sensorial perceptions, while spinors were discovered much later, in the frame of
advanced mathematics, and they are less accessible to our intuition, in fact a simple spinor may be
conceived as a totally null plane, that is a plane whose (null) vectors are all orthogonal to each
other, however, once the abstract mathematical reasoning is adopted, one is easily convinced of
their geometrical simplicity and elegance which induced Cartan to formulate his conjecture on their
fundamental role in elementary geometry.



elementary particles may naturally result as the consequence of discrete reflection groups in higher

dimensional spaces, as will be shown in Chapter 3.

One of the most interesting of those compactified momentum spaces will be the conformally

compactified momentum space: Pc = (S3 x S^/Z^, which densely contains P = fR3'1, in agreement

with the well-known fact that both Maxwell's equations and Weyl equation mentioned above are

covariant with respect to the conformal group linearly representable by S0(4,2) in iR4>2. The

maximal compact subgroup S0(4) of this group could then be the symmetry group of some

elementary non relativistic quantum system for which the separation of time-from space-variables is

admissible, and in fact, as will be shown in Chapter 4, the equation for the hydrogen atom in

momentum space may be set in the S0(4) covariant, purely geometrical integral form on S3, the one

point compactification of momentum space R3, as shown a long time ago by V. Fock [2],

In the frame of our conjecture of the spinorial-geometrical origin of quantum mechanics in

momentum space, we will show that both the manifestation of internal symmetry of so-called

elementary particles and the impossibility to express real vectors of Pc = (S3 x S^/Z^ bilinearly, in

terms of twistors (simple spinors associated with IR^), in accordance with Cartan's hypothesis,

suggests the necessity to imbed Pc in higher dimensional manifolds. The nearest admissible could

be Flc = (S4 x S2)/Z2, conformal compactification of F!5'3, whose vectors may be expressed

bilinearly in terms of eight-component simple spinors associated with Fi5*3 (which also present the

symmetry of triality discovered by E. Cartan), and then the possibility arises to derive purely

geometrically from imbedding Pc in Ilc the Fock equation for the H-atom, including possibly the

value of the fine structure constant e^fc , which, if obtained, would support the hypothesis of the

geometrical origin of quantum mechanics in momentum space.

If momentum space is the space where both the Cartan's hypothesis on the spinorial origin of

euclidean geometry and the spinorial origin of quantum mechanics might be naturally realized,

configuration space, and in particular Minkowski space M = Fi3>1, remains the space where the

phenomena of classical mechanics have to be described, and Fourier transforms remain the natural

correlation between the two. In this case, insofar the former is compact, the resulting configuration

space should be represented by an infinite lattice, as it will be shown in Chapter 5.

However, it has been since long conjectured [3] that if conformal covariance is a fundamental

symmetry of nature, as Maxwell's equation conformal covariance seem to suggest, then also

Minkowski space M = (R3>1 should be conformally compactified in the Veblen space Mc = (S3 x
1 , where, obviously, the above infinite lattice could not be contained.

As will be discussed in Chapter 6, there could be the possibility to go from Pc = (S3 x

to configuration space not only through a Fourier transform but rather through one of the

transformations of the conformal group: the conformal inversion which transforms Pc conceived as

an homogeneous space directly to the homogeneous space Mc. This way presents the advantage of

furnishing a plausible explanation of several similarities between quantum and classical mechanics



among these the presence in both of the S0(4) symmetry for non relativistic systems like the

H-atom in quantum mechanics, and planetary motions and, also possibly, the recently observed

large scale structure of distant galaxies, in classical physics, as it will be shown in Chapter 7.

The proposed picture poses several unsolved problems, among these specially the

mathematical definition of duality between Pc and Mc for which the classical one of Fourier

transform may not be adopted in general but only in the particular, but instructive case of

two-dimensional spaces, as will be shown in Chapter 8.

2 . Spinor-field equations in compactified momentum spaces

The geometry of simple (or pure) spinors was discovered by Cartan. He formulated the

basic axioms and theorems which, for what concerns us, may be summarized as follows [1], [4].

Given a 2n-dimensional pseudoeuclidean space W= fR n+l<n'1 and the corresponding Clifford

algebra Cl(n+1, n-1) with generators ya, a = 1, 2,..., 2n, a spinor <f> is a vector of the representation

space S of Cl(n+1, n-1) = End S, defined by

PaY3* = 0 (2)

where pa are the orthonormal components of a vector p e W. This vector is null since, for <j> * 0,

eq. (2) implies PgPa = 0, defining the lightcone Q c W :

Q: PaP
a = 0 (3)

For fixed <j), all p e W satisfying (2) and (3) define a totally null plane M(<)>) c W, whose

vectors are both null and mutually orthogonal.

Let Y2n+i= Yi> Y2>—• Y2n represent the volume element of Cl(n+1, n-1), then the spinors §+,

<{>_ obeying

>± = ±<f>± (4)

are named Weyl spinors and for them the defining equation (2) becomes

A Weyl spinor <J>+ or <j>_ is named simple (or pure) if the totally null plane M(<]>+) c W is

n-dimensional, that is, maximal. For n < 3 all Weyl spinors <|>+, <{>. are simple. For n = 3 and W =

= (R4'2, the four component Weyl spinors <|>+ were named twistors by Penrose.



The light cone (3), considered as a projective quadric PQ, defines the 2n-2 compact space Vc:

n n-2

PQ: Vc = X
z± (6)

The pseudo - euclidean space V= fR n'n"2 may be densely imbedded in Vc on which the

conformal goup in V, represented linearly by 0(n+l, n-l) acting on W, acts globally and

transitively. Vc may be considered as the conformal compactification of V.

As shown by Pauli and Dirac, spinors play an important role in physics, more precisely in

quantum mechanics of fermions. In particular, the basic equations of spinor geometry (3) and (5),

may be given physical meaning. We have only to consider for each given p a , (j) as a field, function

of pa [common intersection of all M(<f))]. As an example for n = 2, W = fR3>1 and eq. (5) becomes

p ^ ( l ± Y 5 ) ( j ) ± = 0, \i = 1,2,3,0 (1)

which is the Weyl equation for massless neutrinos, in momentum space. Therefore W = (R •

above may be conceived as the Fourier dual P = fR3>1 to Minkowski space-time M = fR3<1.

This correlation between spinor geometry and physics in momentum space may be further

extended. In fact, representing spinors as minimal left ideas of Clifford algebras, Maxwell's

equations in momentum space may be obtained from eq. (5):

Fuv"

where F + and F " represent the self dual and antiself dual electromagnetic tensors respectively,

expressed bilinearly in terms of Weyl space-time spinors [5].

The equations (5) for Weyl spinors associated with FR4-2, or twistors, are:

p a 7 a ( l ± Y 7 H ± = 0 , a = 1,2,3,0,5,6 . (8)

Now p a are to be considered as components of momentum, and therefore the projective quadric

pa p
a = 0 defines the conformally compacu'fied momentum space:



PC = L ^ J L , (9)

in which momentum space P = Fi^'1 is densely contained. In such a space any quantum field

theory will be obviously free from ultraviolet divergences.

Another feature of spinor geometry, whose importance was underlined by Cartan, is that

vectors and tensors of euclidean spaces may be obtained as bilinear polynomia of spinor

components [1]. In particular, he formulated the conjecture that, in view of the elegance of simple

spinor geometry, it is from this geometry, or equivalently, from the geometry of totally null planes,

that euclidean geometry should fundamentally arise. In other words, simple spinor geometry is

elementary while euclidean geometry derives from it despite the obvious fact that while the latter is

accessible to our intuition, the former is not. We will adopt it and mention it as "Cartan's

conjecture"^.

In our case we have that, for W= (R n+1-n-1
> its null vectors may be conceived, in the frame

of Cartan's conjecture, as bilinear spinor polynomia. In fact, indicating by \\f an arbitrary spinor

associated with W, the following proposition holds:

Proposition 2.1: the vectors p* e (Rn+1-nl with components

p ±
a = <yf B, -f (J)+> a = 1, 2,... 2n, (10)

are null if and only if the spinors §+ = Vz (l±Y2n+l) $ a r e simple. p±
a are real (or complex) if n is

even (or odd).

(We have indicated by y c the charged conjugate of \f defined by y* = Cy, where \J7==

complex conjugate of VJI and the matrices B and C are defined by yaB = -/ aB, Cya = \C, where "fa

= ya- transposed).

The proof is given in references [5], [7].

But then the p in eqs. (1) and (7) may be considered as bilinear in spinor polynomia as in

(10) but not the pa of eq. (8), in fact, according to proposition 2.1 they would be complex since n =

= 3. This means that conformally compactified space Pc of the form (9) may not be constructed,

bilinearly from simple spinors (or twistors) associated with (R4*2.

^ ) Another indication of the possible important role of spinor geometry in ordinary euclidean

geometry, and then of the validity of Cartan's conjecture, may also be obtained from the recent

work of Witten [6] who easily obtains from Fu v , expressed bilinearly in terms of simple space-time

Weyl spinors, the Donaldson invariants for an oriented four manifold.



We have, therefore, that the null vectors pa of pseudoeauclidean space Rn+1>n"1, building up

conformally compactified momentum spaces may be constructured, as bilinear spinor polynomia,

from simple spinors, but then, because of the above proposition, the minimal simple spinors to

build up real pa constituting conformally compactified momentum space Pc would be the 8

component ones associated with fR5-3, (which also obey triality) [5]. Therefore to arrive to P we

should consider simple spinors associated with the imbeddings of the following pseudoeuclidean

spaces:

(R3.1 => R 4.2 ^ R 5.3 _ (11)

and the conformally compactified Pc above should be conceived as imbedded in Vc = (S4 x S 2 ) /^ .

It may be shown [5] that real null vectors in the form (10) may be constructed in lorentzian

pseudoeuclidean spaces R2""1-l. In fact for a Dirac spinor \\r associated with V = fR2""1-1 whose

Weyl spinor

y± = '/2(l±Y2n+1)v

are simple, the following proposition holds:

Proposition 2.2: the vectors of W = fR2n+1- * with components:

P a = < V c , B y a y > a = 1,2... 2n+2 (12)

where

Ya = {Yi,Y2-Y2n'T2n-fl' i1}

are real and null.

Observe that these null vectors are bilinear on Dirac spinors \j/ sums of two Weyl spinors of

opposite chirality and are therefore reflection invariant. They may then contain multiplets of

physical Fermions. The simple Weyl spinors <|>+ and <(>_ of proposition 2.1 instead, are transformed

in each other by reflections and may not contain multiplets of Fermions but only of Weyl spinors.

We will call the latter the Cartan basis: C and the former the Dirac basis: D. They may be

transformed in each other through the unitary ytransformation U = L ® 1 + R ® O j where: L = V2

From the null-vectors in V = (R2""1' l with components Pa given by eq.(12) we may then

obtain quantum field equations for fermions. In particular for fR5>1 they give rise [5] to the Dirac

equation in the form:

= 0 (13)



and in !R7<1 to the equation [5]:

y + 7 i . G Y 5 + i M ) 4 / = 0 (14)

where M= (^ „. / and ^ = (y j with VJ/J, y 2 Dirac space-time spinors and 7t =1/8 (B y c a x y5 \jf),

representing the equation for nucleons interacting with pseudoscalar pions in momentum space.

Therefore, in order to derive quantum field equations for massive fermions in momentum

space, one should also consider simple spinors asociated with the embeddings:

IR3.1 =* |R S.I ^ R7.1 ( l l f )

It may be shown that the null-vectors of Proposition 2.1 in fR5-3 give rise to spinor field

equations for Weyl spinors in the Cartan basis C from which the weak interaction of charged vector

mesons W * may be obtained. With the null vectors of Proposition 2.2 instead, weak interactions

of neutral vector mesons Z° may be obtained for fermions in the Dirac basis D. And since

D = U C ,

D and C have equal left-handed components DL = CL. This could be the geometrical origin of the

standard model for electroweak interaction [5].

The idea of considering the vectors of pseudo-Euclidean spaces, and in particular of

Minkowski space-time, as derived (bilinearly) from underlying spinor geometry is an old dream

which has interested several distinguished physicists (Heisenberg, Penrose). From the above

considerations it would appear that simple spinors might indeed naturally build up compactified

spaces, however for momentum space rather than for Minkowski space-time. Furthermore, it is

remarkable that the null vectors of such momentum spaces, generated by simple spinors, naturally

appear in most of the basic equations of quantum mechanics (Weyl, Dirac, etc.). Therefore, simple

spinor geometry could be the underlying geometry not only for euclidean geometry (of

momentum-space), as conjectured by Cartan, but also for quantum mechanics which, in turn,

underlies classical mechanics, naturally described in configuration space. This genesis of quantum

mechanics in conformally compactified momentum spaces could offer the advantage of eliminating

at the origin the difficulties of ultraviolet divergences, which are the most severe ones of quantum

field theory, but one could also hope to avoid some of the unsolved paradoxes which are

encountered when quantum mechanics is formulated, perhaps improperly, in configuration space.



3 . Internal groups of symmetry as reflection groups (in momentum space)

Internal symmetry was discovered (by W. Heisenberg) in the study of neclear forces. In

particular the SU(2) group of internal symmetry (isospin) is formally well represented by eq.(14)

by interpreting y as the neutron-proton doublet and K as the iso-vector, pseudoscalar pion field.

Notice that as observed in the previous paragraph the 8-component spinor field y , having to

contain a doublet of Dirac spinors, must be expressed in the Dirac basis by which the generators Fa

of the Clifford algebra will have to be in the form (or equivalent ones):

r u = Yu ® 1 , r5>7 = y5 x G U , T6 = i y5 x a 2

where y^ are the generators of the Cl(3,l) Clifford algebra and the Y5 factor is necessary to ensure

the anticommutativity of F a . Furthermore the generators F 5 , -i F 6 , F ? , giving rise to the

pion-nucleon interaction term represent reflections (and not elements of the Lie algebra [Fa, F^]),

elements of the disconnected group, in spinor space and therefore:

I) The pion field must be a pseudoscalar field

II) The pion-nucleon isospin symmetry is not representable by a continuous group but rather by

a discrete algebra representing a reflection group, and in this way the well-known no-go

theorem due to O'Raifeartaigh is avoided.

Both these conclusions deriving from simple spinor geometry seem to be in accordance with

experimental observations. But then if this is the case for the most elementary internal symmetry

group of physics it would be natural to conjecture that this might be true also for the other internal

symmetry groups of elementary particles [8]. And in fact this hypothesis seems to be able to

explain in a simple way also other features of elementary particle physics [9] giving thus further

support to the Canan's conjecture that it is from simple spinor geometry that euclidean geometry

originates and that it is from this origin that also the geometrical origin of quantum mechanics in

momentum space might be explained.

Besides spinor field equations, another elementary equation of quantum physics is the one

for the hydrogen atom. We will now show that also this equation, if represented in momentum

space, may be given a purely geometrical form compatible with the hypothesis of the geometrical

origin of quantum mechanics in momentum space.

4 . The hydrogen atom in momentum space

In 1935 Fock showed [2] how the Schroedinger equation for the H atom in stationary states

which, after a Fourier transformation, may be written as an integral equation in momentum space,

may be formulated on S3: one point compactification of fFt3-momentum space, after the inverse of a

stereographic projection. On S3 the Fock integral equation for the H-atom has elementary solutions



of the form:

Y „ (V)
f

J
3d3V 05)

s~ ( V " v T

with v, v1 e S3 and

2. e meX = — = n+ 1
f c Po

where p 0 is a unit of momentum. Assuming that p0 = (-2mE)1/2, Fock obtains for E the energy

levels of the H atom. The corresponding wave functions YnJ?m are the S3-spherical harmonics

satisfying the equation (in momentum space):

(16)

In particular, Fock observed that the most symmetrical wave function for the H atom in

S3-momentum space has the simple form (eq. (26) of Ref. [2])

Y Ofl = k S i n ( n + 1 ) * . (17)
n,0,0 n

sx

Observe that eq. (16) is purely geometric since YnJ?m harmonics are adimensional. If we

now assume, following Cartan's conjecture proposed above, that the real components p^ of the

vectors of momentum space P = R3*1, densely contained in Pc have to be thought as spinor

bilinears, then, as we have seen, the minimal spinors are those associated with R5 '3 and

consequently the integral equation (15) could be geometrically derived from the modality of the

embeddings(ll)(*>.

Considering that we are dealing with a non-relativistic stationary system the embedding

relevant for our case could be, as it will be shown, in a separate paper (with P. Nurowski):

D 4 x Q 4 - > D 5 x Q 5 (18)

(*) That this might be so could be also confirmed by the fact that the whole spectrum of the

H-atom stationary states may be generated by imbedding the S0(4) symmetry of eq.(14) into

S0(4,l) and S0(4,2), both however represented in momentum space [10].
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where Dn is the classical bounded Cartan [11] domain in n complex variables and Qn its boundary.

Then eq.(14) could be derived from the Poisson integral

(19)

where U(Z) is an harmonic function in D^, p^ is the Poisson kernel and V(Q^) is the volume of Q5

with the (for the moment tentative) result

L - f p5 (Z, £) U ft) d

1 8 * / V ( D p m c f Yn p m(V) ^/ v (D ) me r

Wrid^-^'- (20)
V(S2) V(S4)V(Q5) p

where me and p0 are the radiuses of S4 and S3 contained in Q5 and 04 respectively and V(D5) is the

volume of D5, and then, comparing with (15) we would have:

e
2 8 T C 4 / V ( D « ) 9 V™' 1

e ^ v y / .r i ( 2 1 )V(S4)V (Q5) 1 6 j I 3 V 5 ! 137,0360

differing less than 10"̂  from the experimental value.

This result, if confirmed, would, represent a good support to the hypothesis of the

geometrical origin of quantum physics in momentum space.

5 . Configuration space

Quantum mechanics is underlying classical mechanics, which is properly described in

configuration space and in particular in Minkowski space-time M = fR-̂ 1. Therefore, in the frame

of our hypothesis in order to derive the laws of classical mechanics from those of quantum

mechanics one should not only consider macroscopic physical systems, that is those containing a

large number of elementary quantum systems, but also pass from momentum space to its dual

configuration space, which is obtained from the former through a Fourier transform.

If, as we have seen, momentum space, where the geometrical origin of quantum mechanics

could take place should be compact, and then its dual, physical, configuration space should be

represented by an infinite lattice. In particular if momentum space is represented by the

conformally compactified Pc of eq.(9) then the infinite lattice representing its physical dual in M =

=fR3'1 may be easily obtained through a Fourier series based on the spherical harmonics <f> Q =

=Y n , m c i v t ofP c [12] .

11



Since long it has been conjectured [3] that space-time (because of the conformal covariance

of Maxwell's equation) may be conformally compactified and represented by the homogeneous

(Veblen) space Mc:

G s ' x S 1

Mc = _ = _ _ (22)

where G stands for the conformal group and Hj = L ® D x) K for its eleven-parameter subgroup,

where L, D, K represent Lorentz, dilatation, and special conformal transformations, respectively.

If space-time is represented by Mc of eq.(2) then obviously it may not contain the infinite

lattice Fourier dual to Pc mentioned above. However there is another possibility to pass from Pc to

Mc in the frame of the conformal group.

In fact the conformal group G has another eleven-parameter subgroup: H2 = L ® D x) P,

where P indicates Poincare translations, and the homogeneous space

could be a natural candidate for the conformal compactification of P = IR3'1 momentum-space: the

Fourier dual of Minkowski space M = R3'1. In fact while the conformal inversion I transforms Pc

to Mc, it also transforms a length in the inverse of a length.

Should conformal covariance be a fundamental symmetry of natura, then it is tempting to

conjecture that both space-time and momentum-space are simultaneously compactified [13].

Obviously we cannot anymore pass from Pc to Mc through standard Fourier transforms, as

will be discussed in Chapter 7. They could however be correlated by conformal inversion which

could then acquire a physical meaning insofar it brings from momentum space, the space of

quantum mechanics to configuration space, the one of classical mechanics, as we will see.

6 . The role of conformal inversion

The conformal inversion I transforms notoriously Mc to Pc:

I Mc I
1 = Pc

and vice versa. If we now interpret Pc as compactified momentum space, then the result should be

12



that in the corresponding densely imbedded flat spaces M and P, both = Fl3-1, conformal inversion

I should induce a map from x e M to p € P.

In fact, if x e M, we have

I : x -> x = - £ and I : x2 -> x'2 = i - (24)
" * x2

 x
2

and if x^ is a length, x1 is the inverse of a length.

The above tranformations, if applied to x u space-like, transforms every point P(x) inside a

sphere S2 of radius 1 in a point P(l/lxl) outside that sphere, and one could be tempted to call the set

of points inside S2 "small" and those outside "large". But these words are meaningless unless one

introduces an arbitrary unit of length L by which (24) becomes

. x L2

I : x -> x = -U— (24")
11 M x2

and the radius of S2 becomes L (however, conformal covariance is broken). But then the meaning

"small" and "large" refers to our choice of L and are therefore arbitrary.

A solution to this dilemma may be obtained by considering the exponential Exp(i x^

representing plane waves (and appearing in Fourier integrals in Fl3-1). In fact, x^k^ is

dimensionless and conformal inversion I transforms x2k2 as follows:

T 2 i 2 '2 . '2 1 , O C N

I : x k -> x k = (25)
x k

and then the sphere S2 of radius 1 is meaningful. To get to momentum space let us adopt the De

Broglie equality p u = f k and we obtain

2

1 2 2 2 2 JL /^ c »\

: x p —> x p = n (25)
x 2 p 2

and the radius S2 becomes f. This suggests, then, that in order to give physical meaning to

eq.(24) instead of using an arbitrary unit of length L one may better adopt the Planck's constant f

(which might be considered invariant since e2/-^c = a) and to replace (24) by

13



I : x -> x' = f -JL = p (26)

and to indicate the I-transformed x by another letter p since it belongs to another homogeneous

space: x 'u € Pc rather than x ^ e Mc. Then the radius of S2 equal f» and the words "large" and

"small" identify with those of quantum mechanics since the radius f of S2 separates the world

where the action measured by xp is larger than the Plank's constant fi from that in which it is

comparable or smaller. In this way conformal inversion I substitutes De Broglie equality p = fik

correlating wave-number space with momentum space however it adds to it a further physical

meaning insofar it separates the world where actions are larger than f>: (the world of classical

mechanics Mc) from that where the actions are smaller than fi: the one of quantum mechanics Pc.

7 . S0(4) symmetry in configuration space

Should space-time be conformally compactified and represented by Mc, correlated by

conformal inversion I to Pc, then one could expect to find in that space non relativistic classical

physical systems presenting the symmetry represented by the group S0(4) maximal compact group

of the conformal group.

In fact this symmetry S0(4) is notoriously presented by planetary motions, where it may also

be attributed to the long range of the gravitational force (whose potential depends from the inverse

of the distance of the massive bodies). But, in particular conditions, it could also be presented by

isolated clouds as will be discussed elsewhere.

But this symmetry might also be manifested by the large scale structures of distant galaxies,

in which case the symmetry could be not attributed to long range forces. In fact recent observations

on the red shift of galaxies up to 3 billion light years (pencil beam surveys) have revealed [14]

inhomogeneities of their distribution as a function of the distance in the direction of North and

South galactic poles and represented by the histogram in Fig. 1, presenting not less than eleven

peaks equally spaced (by 128 Mpc - 415 light years).

As shown in previous papers [15] this phenomena can be explained by assuming that the

space-part of the (closed) universe is represented by S3 and that it is subject to an eigenvibration

represented by the S3 spherical harmonics Yn(?m eigensolution of eq.(16) the same as that of the

hydrogen atom, however this time in configuration space since the Universe is a classical system

while the hydrogen atom was a quantum system to be dealt with in momentum space according to

our hypothesis (it is interesting to observe that the hypothesis that the universe may be shaped by

an eigenvibration of S3 was formulated long ago by Schroedinger following a suggestion by

Eddington [16]).
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In fact taking the most symmetric spherical harmonic Yn 0 0 given by eq.(17), however this

time in configuration space, the theoretical density of galaxies may be computed to be [15]:

Hn,0,0
sin2 (n + 1) x . a

= k 2 sin %
sin" x

(27)

where the factor sina x represents the selection function which mimetizes the instrumental bias of

the observational instruments. Setting n = 46, a = 1.8, the theoretical prediction (continuous

curve) is compared in Fig. 1 with the result of the observations. Observe that in this case the S0(4)

symmetry does not seem to derive from long range forces.

The resulting good agreement supports the conjecture that the matter distribution in the

Universe may be well represented by a solution of eq.(16) on S3, space-part of conformally

compactified space-time. Should it be finally proved*-*), then one could have good arguments to

assert that both space-time and momentum space are both conformally compactified and that while

the former is appropriate for the description of classical physical (macroscopic) phenomena the

latter is where quantum physics (microscopic) may be best geometrically explained.

(*) As shown in reference [15] also other large scale structures of galaxies in the Universe and

also possibly the high isotropy of C.B.R. may be explained by eq.(28), in such a way that our

model seems well plausible if not yet proved. However, from the proposed model one can easily

obtain predictions which will be easily tested in the next years since the red-shift measurements of

distant galaxies are rapidly progressing.
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For both, when dealing with non relativistic phenomena, the symmetry represented by

S0(4), maximal compact subgroup the conformal group, characteristic of S3, naturally emerges for

isolated systems.

We could then conclude that the S0(4) symmetry of both the hydrogen atom and, possibly,

of the Universe seem to suggest that both space-time and the dual momentum space should be both

simultaneously conformally compactified. But then, in such a world there could be no necessity of

the concepts of infinity and infinitesimal for the description of natural phenomena.

8 . Conformal compactification of space-time and momentum space

The simultaneous conformal compactification of space-time and momentum space correlated

by conformal inversion was studied in previous papers [12], [13] where it was shown in particular

examples that in such spaces one could expect that any quantum field theory should be free from

both infrared and ultraviolet divergences. In order to prove this important result in general one

should be able to define for these spaces a generalization of the Fourier transform, which are well

defined for the spaces M = IR3>1 and its dual P = IR3>1 densely contained in them, and such that it

identifies with standard Fourier transform at the limit when the radius R of S3 and Sj in Mc and of

the corresponding radius M in Pc are going to infinity.

This programme may easily be performed if the four dimensional space-time M and

momentum space P : M = (R3>1 = P, are restricted to the two dimensional ones M1 and P': M' =

In fact the conformally compactified homogeneous spaces Mc' and Pc' will be:

. S . x S .
Mc = = 1 ^ - 1 = Pc (28)

Suppose now that R and M are the radiuses of the Sj-cirlces in Mc' and Pc' respectively, and

let us insert in each of the four circles Sj regular polygons with 2N vertices such that

N = 7i RM (29)

(R M is adimensional). These 2N vertices will determine a 2N x 2N lattice both in Mc' and in Pc'

which we will indicate with LMC' and LPC' respectively.

They should be considered as the physical spaces where one might deal with some

elementary physical one-dimensional phenomena, since a Fourier transform may be defined for

them as we will see. The coordinates of the lattice in LMC' may be defined to be:
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_ n n

with spacing:

They are on the cirlces since 2N A x = 2 n R = 2N A t.

Similarly for LPC':

k - JL E - "

with spacing

i

Now let f (xn, tn) represent a function on the lattice LMC' we may expand it in the form:

with the

f(xn.

inverse

tm;

E
m

) =

2N

2N

N-l

n'=-N

N-l

I
n'=-N

N-l

m'=-N

N-l

I
m'=-N

F(kn,

f(xn.

.) e

e

(30)

which are true since

n v m^
n'=-N m'=-N

In (30) F (kn, Em), defined on LP'C, may be considered as the Fourier transform of f (xn,

t j on LM'C.

In fact suppose that M —> » and R = 1; then N -=» °° Ax = 1/M = At -» 0, and indicating

with (p, 0 the angular variables on Mc> we obtain
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_ , , i (n<p - m0)
F (n, m) e

n=-°°

+71 +71

F(n,m) = — J dq> J d 6 f (9, 9) e-
i(n<pm9)

-7C

which is the standard Fourier series.

And if we suppose R —»00, M —» °° we easily obtain

f(x,t) = J ~ fdk f dE F(k,E)ei(kx"Et)

2rc J J

+~ +00

F(k,E) = - L f d x f dt

which is the standard Fourier transform in fR1-1. But then eq. (30) may be adopted as Fourier

transforms between LM'C and LP'C-

What remains to be studied is how the action of the conformal group in Fl1*1, linearly

represented by S0(2,2) in flR2-2, and transitive in M'c and P'c, has to be adapted for its restriction on

the dual lattices LM'C and LP'C. The recent developments of quantum group could be helpful, in

which case they could also serve to find the way to generalize the method here presented to the four

dimensional realistic cases.

9 . Conclusion

We have tried to extend Cartan's conjecture of the fundamental role of simple- or pure-spinor

geometry for euclidean geometry also to the geometrical origin of quantum mechanics. What seems

to emerge from our attempt is that the appropriate space where this programme might be performed

is momentum space, rather than configuration space which remains the natural space for the

description of classical mechanics. In fact it is momentum space where several of the equations of

motion introduced historically ad hoc for the description of some natural phenomena (from

Maxwell's ones to the ones of pion-nucleon interaction) naturally derive from Cartan's equations

defining simple or pure spinors.

If, as often supposed, conformal symmetry is a fundamental one (for massless physical

systems), then momentum space should be considered as conformally compactified and represented
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by (S3 x S j ) / ^ , and in it any field theory would be naturally free from ultraviolet divergences

while the dual configuration space would be represented by a discrete, infinite, lattice where the

concept of infinitesimal would be a priori absenL

Some attention was devoted to non relativistic physical systems whose geometrical structure

is ruled by the maximal compact group S0(4) of the conformal group. In particular to the H-atom

in momentum space as an elementary example of quantum systems and to planetary systems and

the expanding Universe as examples of classical systems in configuration space where the

observational result of S0(4) symmetry may be manifest. The latter might induce to adopt the often

proposed hypothesis that configuration space should be also conformally compactified and

represented by Veblen space (S3 x S^fZ^. In which case any field theory in it should be free from

infrared divergence as well, while the concept of infinite space-time intervals would be a priori

absent.

The natural consequence of these observations is the hypothesis of simultaneous

compactification of both momentum and configuration spaces which, while attractive since it would

eliminate from field theories the problem of divergences, one of the maximal difficulties of quantum

mechanics, poses challenging problems for finding appropriate algorithms to deal with such

manifold where, because of the absence of the concepts of infinity and of infinitesimal, differential

geometry, differential analysis and continuous Lie groups may not represent anymore the best tool

of operation. In particular the concept of duality between these compacy manifolds has to be

reformulated. The particular case of two dimensional space-time, where the compact manifolds

reduce to Sj x Sj toruses and the dual spaces to finite lattices for which a Fourier duality may be

rigorously defined, might furnish some suggestions for the unsolved problem of the general case of

higher dimensional spaces.
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